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HT is a 3 wheel electric pedestrian operated cart
that can be equipped with various type of load
cages and platforms, easy to be installed and
interchanged.
Ecofriendly and silent, it guarantees speed in all types of
stocking and warehousing works.

HT

This electric trolley is easy to handle, while carrying up
to 500 kg / 1102 lbs, is the best solution even in narrow
spaces.
The swivel tiller head is made with a safety sensor which
allows to work only in the presence of assigned personnel.
The motor is equipped with an electromagnetic brake
that blocks off the HT preventing accidental slipping.
HT can work in any kind of internal/external or on uneven
ground situation.
Our electric vehicles are not only CE certified but, more
than 80% of the range is covered by the UL certification,
which guarantees its suitability to the standards applicable
in relation to potential risk of fire, electric shock and
mechanical hazards.

LOAD CAPACITY

MOST POPULAR ACCESSORIES
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PLATFORM 695X1250XH230 MM

PLATFORM 800X1250XH630 MM

PLATFORM 700 L

PAINTED SKIP 500 L
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